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The Meeting Bettina Kulsdom 

 

A date? A time? One meeting? Lots of meetings? An important meeting? An insignificant 

meeting?  Life changing?  Happy?  Sad? 

From all the meetings in life which one should I choose? 

So ran the thoughts about the latest assignment.  And then one presented itself.  It covered 

most of the above.  It happened like this. 

A text: "Dinosaurs, my house, Thursday, 17th September, 6.30, bring a bottle, r.s.v.p." 

But I wasn't a dinosaur.  That was a very elite group of long serving ex colleagues.  Never 

quite sure how they had evolved, but definitely I was not one of them. 

I r.s.v.p'd saying I would love to come, but what was the occasion. 

Simple really, the dinosaurs were slowly becoming extinct. Retired, moved away, no longer 

sharing the day to day stresses and strains which required the relief of a night on the town. 

Gradually I learned that one dinosaur was to be in town for a short visit and our hostess was 

taking the opportunity to collect together old friends and colleagues for perhaps one last 

"bash". 

Oh, those parties of the past!  All the pupils went home at the end of term, the wine began to 

flow, the music boomed out and we bopped.  How we bopped!  Forget the piles of paper to 

be sorted, the books to be returned to their shelves - that could all happen tomorrow.  For 

today we let our hair down.  

But that was long ago.  Now we had retired to our separate corners, following our own 

interests. 

I agonised over that text.  Yes, I wanted to go.  Or did I?  After all, apart from three friends 

with whom I was still in close touch, I hadn't seen the others for years.  Would I even 

recognise them?  Reunion meetings can be a sad mistake.  And me?  Why would anyone 

want to meet me? 

I had been invited, so I would go.  Offered an overnight stay with friends, I planned my 

wardrobe so that I could carry a small bag with toiletries and not much else.  Train from 

Normans Bay to East Croydon and then the tram to Addiscombe.  Simple. 

But before leaving, I decided I would have a quick swim in the sea.  The sun was shining and 

I wanted to make a trip to Croydon a bit more attractive.   

Everything went well and I arrived in Addiscombe in time to share a cup of tea with a fellow 

"out of towner" who is now living in Wales, before the other guests began arriving. 
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Strange how the initial meeting with friends from the past presents the shock of grey hair, 

more weight, carrying a walking stick, no hair, but the voices bring it all back and suddenly it 

is as though the years just fall away. 

Laughter, hugs, glass of wine, "you look just the same", and the questions begin. 

"Where do you live now?" 

"What are you doing?" 

"Sorry to hear about ......(Bob, Sally, Geoff et al)" 

New hips, new knees, grandchildren, new careers, volunteering, bungalows, flats, travels, 

houses in France, Spain. 

The music plays, the coloured lights twinkle in the garden and friends reunite. 

It is all magical.   

How could I have doubted the wisdom of accepting that invitation.  Sadly the time does not 

allow for a conversation with everyone.   

A meeting of minds, exchanges which did not require any preamble.  We were all still on the 

same wavelength.  If space had allowed, we might still have bopped in spite of the hips, 

knees and walking sticks, but as it was, we laughed, reminisced and bid each other farewell 

before midnight.   

When shall we all meet again?  For now the Lanfranc  dinosaurs party on? 
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The Meeting by Christine Racher 

 

A Theatrical Company decide to invest money in a property. The two owners of the 

Company are Edward Roberts and Vincent Cross. Ed had come into a small fortune when his 

great aunt Cecilia passed away, and left him as heir to her estate. Vince, on the other hand, 

had been very lucky when his numbers came up on the Euro millions draw and he won £4.5 

million.  

~ 

Ed and Vince have been good friends since joining drama school, in London, on the same 

day.  The pair appeared in rep together, but were then separated by hundreds of miles when 

different acting roles became available.  Ed travelled to the south coast to appear in a play at 

‘The White Rocks Theatre’ in Hastings. The stage manager at the theatre was Caroline Field 

and when Ed met her it was love at first sight. They were married within four weeks and 

decided to settle in Eastbourne. Meanwhile, Vince had the chance to appear at ‘The Royal 

Lyceum Theatre’ in Edinburgh and he liked the place so much he stayed there. He performed 

in quite a few plays, and during one of them, he met his future wife, the actress Marie Duval. 

Throughout this time they both progressed their acting careers and still remained good 

friends. Although they very rarely met up they would often phone or Skype each other. 

Ed was speaking on the phone to Vince one day and mentioned that he’d seen an advert 

for a production of Hamlet in Harrogate.  They both applied and sailed through the auditions. 

The show had been booked to run for four weeks but because of its success was extended to 

six weeks. The two couples would go out for meals together throughout the run of the play. 

They were all getting on so well that over dinner one night they started talking about the 

future and where they might see themselves in ten years’ time. Ed and Vince continued their 

talk the next day and came to the conclusion it would be a good idea to form their own 

Theatrical Company. After discussing this with their wives they were both excited about their 

joint venture. They pooled their resources, knowing it might be a big gamble, but still decided 

to go ahead with their plan, which was not only to set up a Company, but also buy a property 

which would be big enough for both couples to live in. 

After weeks of checking the property section of the newspapers, as well as property 

searches on line, and registering with estate agents, Ed noticed a cottage for sale in the local 

paper. He showed the others, they were all impressed, this might just be the one. They made 

an appointment with Hyde & Sons to view the property the next morning.  

Over dinner that evening Ed said “Now don’t forget, when we meet with the estate agent 

tomorrow don’t sound over eager, just play it down”. 
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“That’s a brilliant idea old chap, but let’s just run through some questions we should be 

asking” replied Vince. 

Ed suggested a question to each of them. 

“Right, Caroline you could ask if the owner is open to offers”. 

“Excuse me, what offers?” 

“Well money offers of course”. 

“Oh, of course darling, I’m sorry I was day dreaming about the cottage”. 

“Marie, you could ask, why the owners are moving”. 

“Vince, ask about the damp ~ most old properties suffer with damp”. 

Then Vince said “And what about you Ed, what will you ask?” 

“After having a good look around I will say that we need to go away & think about it”. 

The next morning they were all up with the lark. The meeting was set for 9am, they 

actually arrived early to have a good look around outside before the estate agent arrived.  

The location was a small hamlet in the county of Sussex. The thatched cottage looked 

very impressive. According to the paperwork it dates from the 17
th

 century.  

A car pulled up along the driveway, it was the estate agent, and he introduced himself as 

Andrew Downs of Hyde & Sons. He unlocked the huge studded front door. As they walked 

through the doorway, facing them was an imposing staircase which definitely had the WOW 

factor. The oak beams and inglenook fireplaces were full of character. There were four large 

reception rooms, a cloakroom, and kitchen & breakfast room on the ground floor. At the 

other end of the cottage was a further staircase just as impressive.  When they went up the 

stairs they were met with four large double bedrooms, two bathrooms and two shower rooms. 

Along the galleried landing they could see down into one of the reception rooms. The whole 

place was just oozing charm.  

Ed asked Andrew “How come the cottage is so big?” 

“Well, apparently back in the 17
th

 century there were two cottages on this site, and over 

the years they were converted into one”. 

Apart from the cottage there were also four acres of land, and some outbuildings. 

Ed and Vince wandered outside, there was an old barn which needed some TLC. Next to 

the barn was an old mulberry tree. Vince and Ed looked at each other.  

“Are you thinking what I’m thinking” said Vince. 

“Maybe”. 

“I’ve thought of a name for our new company, it’s ‘The Mulberry Tree Theatre 

Company’”. 

“Great, absolutely great, I can just picture it” said Ed, with a grin from ear to ear.  
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The property also had a double garage, two single garages and a large workshop. The site 

was large enough that both couples could live there as well as running their company. 

They asked the estate agent if there had been much interest, “Yes” he replied, “Don’t 

leave it too long”. 

Later on that same day, Ed contacted the estate agent, and said “After a lengthy 

discussion, we have all agreed to buy the property, we’d like to put an offer in”. 

If they were successful, they then had to hope that the local authority would give them 

planning permission to convert the barn into a theatre. But whatever the outcome they would 

take their chances and hope for the best. Plans were drawn up for the barn conversion, with 

retractable seating and sliding doors – so that when the weather was fine the doors would be 

opened, the stage would be turned around and thus performances would take place to an 

audience on the green. Anyway that was all ‘pie in the sky’ at this stage.  

They were thrilled when they heard their offer had been accepted. Then after what seemed 

a lifetime, the property was finally theirs.  

The day they moved in they submitted the plans for the conversion. They had to wait and 

wait, then one day the all-important envelope came through the letterbox and floated down 

onto the doormat. Ed picked it up. 

“Go on open it then”, said Vince.  

Ed’s hand was shaking nervously. “Oh well, here goes, fingers crossed everyone”. 

He slid the paperknife gradually along the top crease until it reached the end. Breathing 

heavily Ed pulled the letter from the envelope. The other three looked on, waiting with baited 

breath. 

“Well, what’s the verdict?” cried Vince. 

“It’s OK, we can go ahead with the conversion” said Ed, as he wiped the beads of sweat 

from his forehead. 

Work started on the barn almost immediately. 

~ 

The day finally arrived when the conversion was finished and so ‘The Mulberry Tree 

Theatre Company’ was born.  

Their first production to take place would be called ‘Hamlet in the Hamlet’.                                                                                                           
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The Meeting Colin Hilliam 

 

It was here, I remembered fondly, that I had first spotted the Lord at work, for myself, not 

as related by those clergy whom I then thought of as Black Beetles and Blue Meanies.  It was 

here, under the end of the chalk cliffs - in the breathless hush of a summer afternoon -,  

seagulls and trippers alike stunned into murmurous quiet, across the warped planes and tables 

of rock, running all the way to Beachy Head. Each uplifted shelf older than the next one and  

all underpinning six hundred feet of chalk, an immensity of time beyond my imagination,  

almost beyond bearing.    

Those same tables of rock made a watery wonderland for such as myself, mundanely 

pursuing prawns for tea.  The family had all laughed and opted out; they would be 

somewhere nearer to the pier and the ice-cream parlours, just cross the Carpet Gardens  and 

the promenade to stuff their faces,  after their swim.  For myself, I was always drawn to this 

beach, to the horseshoe reefs and the clear runnels between, to the oystercatchers fussing 

along the strand and the great, baleful-eyed gulls peering crossly at  interlopers in their 

domain.  I used to wade and hunt along those runnels, knee-deep in the crystal  waters  where 

improbable creatures darted between unlikely plants, thinking all the time only  of  my 

prawns, to be found skulking in bladderwrack on vertical rockfaces, under the water, or 

sometimes buried amongst the sea lettuce and long, vivid filaments almost hiding  tiny pools.  

I carried my victims alive, in a bucket, their water aerated by a little battery pump.  My 

rationale was that, unless I caught enough prawns for us all, I would release them, bristling 

but unharmed, when the returning  tide drove me ashore.   

But, on that day, I had been even hotter than usual on an almost windless  afternoon, the 

pier far ahead shimmering and floating in the heat haze.  I was wading thigh deep, for the 

cool water - scanning the sides of what I realised was  the deepwater channel inside the  

Pound reef - looking for clefts or overhangs or weeded rockfaces to try, when I became   

aware of the gradation of the seaweeds, the bladderwrack lying highest, tough as old boots, 

not bothered by drying out awhile, on the ebb tide.  The  sea lettuce and the long, vivid green 

streamers were a little lower, either in or fringing pools and channels, while the deeper water 

around and  beyond me held beautiful, delicately lacy mauve plants, bushy in habit but 

regular in shape as topiary.  Down beyond them were acid yellow, true golden, wine-red and 

even nut-brown tufts, some shaped like ruched belts, some like    tiny Christmas trees, others, 

like bead necklaces.  What was most striking was that they all had their allotted places in the 

current, growing in clumps and in bands, where they could best survive.  And yet, if you 
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stood back and looked aright, they were planted as precisely within their water garden as the 

council's pelargoniums and petunias in the Carpet Gardens.   

Something in the stillness chimed powerfully with the perfection of what I saw.  God, I 

realised in that moment, was a keen water gardener; he just works in an unusual pallette of 

colours.   

And that was the beginning of the story, that saw me back many years on, wading in that 

same channel, drunk on the beauties of nature and quite at peace, now, with the prawns.  It 

was my summer holiday from the seminary, a string of visits to family and friends and I 

always made time to come here.  Four years of study behind me and at least another three 

more to go;it wasonly on my holidays, that it overwhelmed me, what I had taken on, with the 

doubting  twins of"Can I" and "Should I" both haunting me.  It was then that I cherished this 

little ritual, a baptism, I now thought of it. A lengthy paddle in the cleansing sea, till I could 

gaze and wonder again at those sunken gardens, could go back refreshed and confident to my 

studies, knowing that He who could cultivate this waste of rock and shifting sand could 

surely grow me up to fill my place in his plan.   
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The Meeting by David Cullis 

 

I have only one small “prop” with me today,  a little green note book which I came across 

when I was looking for my old school exercise book for my “Back to School” story.    I used 

this little book when I was studying English Literature in the sixth form in 1966 to write 

down “identifications”,  passages from literature and poetry which had particular resonance 

with the intense passions and thoughts of a callow youth of 17 years.    Amongst these 

“gems” I found a little poem I had written which seemed to fit in with tonight’s theme of 

“The Meeting”.   

 

The poem is entitled “Railway Journey from Dorking to Waterloo”.    A railway journey 

consists of a series of random and transitory vistas or “meetings” viewed from the perspective 

of the train window.    Each journey is unique in the order and combination of these events.    

Before I read the poem I need to explain that the 1960’s included part of the period known as 

the “Cold War”.    There was intense public awareness about the prospect and dangers of 

nuclear warfare.    The “Man-Made Ruins” viewed in one of the scenes was a site of purpose 

built “derelict” buildings,  located between Epsom and Stoneleigh,  which were used for Civil 

Defence training exercises.     Also,  the “shabby dwellings” mentioned in the poem were the 

row upon row of line-side Victorian terraced houses,  located on the outskirts of London.    

Those of these buildings that have survived to the present day will have no doubt been “made 

over” and “gentrified” for occupation by upwardly mobile city types.    

 So here is my poem:- 

Railway Journey from Dorking to Waterloo 
Leaving Dorking behind I gaze upon sunny fields 

And later woods which echo the seasons as they pass, 
Already I’m bored with these familiar vistas 

Longing for the un-revealed which never comes 
 

I wonder at the Man-Made Ruins 
Will they help when danger comes? 
Will the knowledge they’ve imparted 

Quell the panic and despair? 
 

A quiet cat watches from a bank 
The ginger kind you always see, 

A rusty iron post objects to its’ surroundings 
Takes on momentary splendour,  vanishes behind 

 
A frisky dog crosses the turf 

Offering a challenge to our motion. 
The houses by the line are shabby 

And draw the same chiding comment 
 

Then,  all at once we’re here 
Victorian Vastness austere against our humble train, 

Below the glass,  over littered tarmac, 
Moves the impersonal masses,  grey-macked, 

But interspersed with foreign city colour 
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It’s like Déjà Vu that never happened by Michael Racher 

 

If you woke in the middle of the night and were confronted by past and future versions of 

yourself you’d be forgiven for wondering whether you’re come,  coming,  came or go,  going,  

gone.   

Eric Stark was faced with that very dilemma.   

“Who are you?” he asked.   

“You’re who I was five years ago”, the one to his right stated.   

“And you’re who I’ll be in ten”,  stated the other,  situated on the left of his bed.   

Eric decided to take control.   “Look if we address one another by our temporal states 

we’ll know who were talking too, okay.  ” 

“It was.” Future stated.   

Past replied.   “It will be.  ” 

A sudden thought troubled Eric.   “Just a minute, if he’s ten years younger why aren’t you 

ten years older?” 

“He’s rather snowed under at future.  ” 

“Pardon … no forget that.   Look can one of you tell me why you’re here?” Eric 

demanded.   

Past and Future looked at each other for several seconds before Past spoke.   “There are 

things you need to be told.  ” 

“What things?” 

“How should I know.” Past confidently stated.   

A perplexed Eric proffered a tentative, “why the …” he stopped and took a deep breath? 

“Why are you here then?” 

“What he means is they haven’t happened to him yet.” Future answered.   

Eric turned towards his future self.    “So you’re going to tell me?” 

“They haven’t happened to me either.” Was the reply.   

Eric shook his head.   “This is some kind of weird dream isn’t it?” 

The two clones replied simultaneously.   “No it wasn’t” and “won’t know.” 

Eric wasn’t quite sure who said what and turned to Past.   “It wasn’t?” 

Past looked puzzled.   “What wasn’t?” 

Eric lifted his head and emitted the magic phrase that everyone caught in a bizarre 

conversation has spoken at least once, “beam me up Scotty.  ” 

“Who’s Scotty?” Past enquired.   
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Eric unintentionally spoke out loud.   “Was I really that?” He realised his error but carried 

on anyway.   “So what’s this message?” 

They didn’t initially reply but Future finally spoke.   “That’s the problem we don’t 

know.” 

He looked to his right.   “You come here to tell me things we need to know then say you 

don’t know.   What’s the point? Unless I'm supposed to have some divine inspiration.”  

Future spoke first.   “We think, that’s only think,  we might be dead and it’s possible that 

something we,  us,  err you did might have caused that to occur.” 

Eric was beginning to be confused, no make that more confused.   “Why me? If anyone’s 

going to know it’ll be you.   What”, he suddenly shouted then pointed at Future.   “When you 

said the ten year future version of me was snowed under you meant real snow didn’t you?” 

“Possibly”, his future self replied then shook his head.   “I’ve lost our memory of the last 

fifteen years.  ” 

“You’re as much help as him”, Eric pointed to Past.   

“I won’t know anything.” His hapless former self stated.   

Eric and Future replied together, “we knew”.   

“So what exactly are you two clowns here for?” 

Future looked indignantly at Eric.   “Hang on a minute, if we’re clowns what does that 

make you?” 

“Probably Smokey Robinson or Stephen Sondheim.  ” 

Past had just gotten out, “who’s”, when Eric and Future both shouted,  “Stop that.” 

Past however continued.   “I know who Smokey Robinson is.” 

Eric and Future corrected him.   “That’s was.” 

“I didn’t know she was dead.” 

Again the other two answered together.   “She.” 

“Yes,  she was on TV,  The Weakest Link.” 

Eric clenched his fists.   “That’s .  .  .   Can we get back to the point.”  

“Which will be?” 

“This life saving message, and before you say it,  I know you won’t know.” 

“We’re hoping,  hope,  hoped”,  Future was also getting confused,  “that you and us can 

figure out what’s likely to have happened or something along those lines --- maybe.” 

“Any clues? And you”, Eric turned to Past.   “I don’t want to hear anything that involves 

not and knowing, okay?” 

“Why don’t I make a cup of tea?” Past offered.   

Eric felt slightly relieved.   “Yes please.  ” 
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Future also felt better.   “Milk and no sugar.” 

Past glared at him.   “I knew that.” 

Past made his way to the kitchen and returned about ten minutes later to the sound of a 

heated argument between Eric and Future.   

“If you did the other one first it might just make the difference.” Future prompted.   

“How on Earth could putting my sock on my right foot first end up killing me?” 

Past placed the tea tray down.   “Calm down, the pair of you”, he stated,  “you’re just two 

tenses.  ” 

Eric screamed and woke up to be confronted by two men.    

“Hello”,  one of them stated,  “I’m you five years in the future.  ” 

Eric collapsed and the past version of him lent forward to check his pulse.   It took a few 

moments then he placed his ear against the chest, “he’s dead”.   He suddenly realised the 

anomaly and lifted his head then turned it from side to side, “come on Future stop hiding this 

isn’t funny.” 

He searched the bedroom thoroughly then went back to the recumbent figure and spoke, 

“sorry man.” He then disappeared.   

The room was silent for nearly a minute until Eric gasped for breath, “I’m glad those two 

idiots have gone.   I’d sooner take my chances with fate than them.” 

“No you wouldn’t.” Two dismembered voices echoed round the room.   Eric grasped his 

chest, cried out in pain then became unconscious.   The final words was left to one voice, “I 

didn’t know that was going to happen.” 
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Off-Key by Jill Parker 

 

Between Facebook,  Twitter and the email,  

John and Janet had been flirting for a while,  

but after downing shots they soon became 'an item' 

in good old-fashioned single's party style.   

 

Beneath an artificial Xmas tree they fumbled,   

as he dislodged her artificial hair; 

a fake fingernail was severed in a zipper; 

a smart phone dunked in vodka for a dare.   

 

John can't remember too much now he's sober,   

but someone's spray tan left a stain that won't come out; 

two false eyelashes are lurking in his duvet; 

it was only lipstick formed her lips into that pout.   

 

He led Janet to believe that he was wealthy 

and in his thirties,  but he's forty and the joke 

is that the car he loves is now owned by his ex-wife; 

the flat's on loan,  the watch a fake and he is broke.   

 

She looked disgusted by his overhanging belly –  

he used to be a well toned virile guy; 

between his bald patch and the bad back life feels harder,  

he seldom sees his son – but mustn't cry.   

 

If Janet passed John on the street one rush hour morning,  

or John avoided Janet's gaze when on a train; 

she could email an apology by lunchtime; 

he could text her within minutes to explain.   

 

If they met again by chance now right this second,  

it's doubtful they'd spare each other the time of day,  

but check their schedules for a window and smile briefly,  

take a rain check and then quickly walk away.   

 

 

 

 

 

.   
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The Meeting by Adam.    

 

 Part 1.                                                   

There was so much preparation for the journey,  

an arduous route beneath a tiny light,  

but no power on earth could circumvent their purpose' 

for these men of faith would travel through the night.   

 

Who told them “He's in the garden stable”? 

Who said ”Come quickly for the time is near”? 

What induced the flock to leave their luscious meadow? 

and how did he know how soon would come the tears? 

 

That light in the sky seemed so terribly high,  

was it the moon or some other delight? 

Did it show in the daytime but never so clear? 

Heavens glory is seen in the night.   

 

They had travelled in threes,  each silent  in thought,  

excitement concealed by their fear.   

Where were they going and what would they find? 

Whatever it was it was near.   

 

Their quarters were horrid,  both smelly and cold 

they hadn't been cleaned out in years,  

but the sheep didn't mind,  nor the cattle or geese,  

but the mother,  well,  she was in tears.   

 

Part 2 

 

Did she awake one night to take divine instruction? 

Did her thoughts betray a trust,  a doubt or fear? 

Did she really meet her Lord with trembling heartbeats? 

And did she hear a whispered word,  “My child,  I'm here”? 

 

 

Did she really meet our Lord in sweet communion? 

Did she really meet our Lord with an aching heart? 

Did she really meet our Lord with expectation? 

And did she really think “My God how great thou art”? 

 

 

Did she really meet our Lord in silent witness? 

Did she really meet our Lord in peace and joy? 

Did she really meet our Lord with trembling fingers? 

'till she put the question,  “Lord,  is it a boy”? 
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The Meeting by Brenda Adams.   

 

It was a strange meeting.   Not one he was anticipating at all.   It was now several years 

since it occurred and as he sat reflecting on his life before and since,  a wave of sheer 

gratitude came over him.   The thought of not having had that meeting was unbearable.   

He still could not understand how he could have missed seeing those truths 

when he studied under Gamaliel.   They seem so obvious now.   Gamaliel was an 

excellent teacher and he had told Saul more than once what a good student he was and there 

were all those prophecies in the Talmud that foretold of Messiahs coming! Oh! The shame he 

felt when he recalled how he had persecuted those followers of Yeshua,  but the joy that came 

when he thought of the forgiveness that he had received because of that perfect mans death 

on the cross,  it was indescribable.   

As he reflected on that meeting on the road to Damascus,  that oh! So bright light and the 

beautiful voice that spoke to him,  saying “I am Jesus whom you are persecuting”,  he was 

still utterly amazed that one so unworthy such as he should be singled out for such a special 

job as telling the Gentiles about Israel's Messiah and His saving grace.   He felt he was really 

more suited to tell the Jews,  but knew he could trust God to equip him to tell the Gentiles He 

believed that the will of God will never take you where the grace of God cannot keep you.   

So here he is,  no longer Saul but renamed Paul – A new creation in Christ.   

And all due to the most amazing meeting with Jesus on the road to Damascus.   

You can read it for yourself in Acts.   Chapter Nine.   
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The Meeting -  Terry Page 

 
December 1st 1990 - History in the making 

The rata-tat-tat of the jigger-picks thundered through the tunnel as the tunnellers,  or ’tunnel 

tigers’ as they had been dubbed by the press,  started to cut the final section of chalk-marl that 

separated the UK from France.   Although the Channel Tunnel was mainly being excavated by vast 

Tunnel Boring Machines or TBMs,  this final section was being dug by hand with pneumatic jigger-

picks.   A small exploratory hole of about 2 or 3 centimetres had been drilled through the final section 

of chalk-marl to ascertain the tolerance of the TBMs.   Accuracy was within just 2 centimetres! Strict 

mining regulations were maintained in the UK; no naked flames,  matches or cigarettes and no 

alcohol.   By contrast,  working in the French tunnels,  you would encounter a fug of Gauloises 

cigarette smoke and sometimes wine or beer would accompany lunch.   The French,  knowing the 

plight of the                   UK workforce passed cigarettes through the exploratory bore hole.                

The Channel Tunnel is not in fact one tunnel,  but three,  dug from both the French and English 

sides of the Channel with TBMs of 8 metres diameter and 260 metres long (the length of two football 

pitches).    The smaller service tunnel of nearly 5 metres diameter runs for the most part between the 

two running tunnels and it was this tunnel that was to meet up on the 1st December 1990,  joining the 

UK to mainland Europe for the first time since the Ice Age.    My role was to record and provide 

footage for coverage to millions of people watching around the world.   The company my wife and I 

ran,  Tandem TV & Film,  had been commissioned to film the tunnel from day one of its construction 

in 1986 

Filming and televising such an event required a good deal of planning.   The logistics of shooting 

and providing footage for television was a monumental task,  not made any easier by the BBCs 

‘Forward Planning Department’ telephoning the day before the event for details.   Fibre optic cable 

was laid to the French side of the tunnel; the shortest distance possible and a landline to the Post 

Office tower made further distribution possible via Satellite.   The UK construction crews having 

tunnelled further meant we were technically in France.   Some of the tunnellers’ cars proudly bore 

signs declaring “We are working in France today!”  We had to ‘crew up’ to film at the meeting point 

of the two tunnels as well as further back in the service tunnel and then at the portal entrance of the 

tunnel on the terminal site.   All of these locations had of course to be covered on both the French and 

UK sides of the tunnel.   To achieve this we had to hire in a good number of freelance technicians.   

Barbara,  my wife,  speaks good French so she had the task of directing on the French side of the 

event.   She needed her mastery of the language to argue with the French TV crew who wanted to be 

closer to the action.   “We are filming for French television.” they declared.   She told them very 

firmly that we were filming for global television and for the construction consortium so the prime 

position to film the breakthrough had been allotted to Tandem TV.   They called her Maggie because 

‘the lady wasn’t for turning’! 
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The two tunnellers selected to make the ‘final cut’ at the breakthrough were Phillippe Cozette in 

France and Graham Fagg in the UK.   This was to be the first time that Graham had been to France! 

Just after 11.  00 O’clock they were given the go ahead to start the final ‘dig’.   A cacophony of sound 

rang through the tunnels as the jigger-picks cut away at the chalk-marl and it was only a matter of 

minutes before the initial breakthrough,  a small hole of about 40 or 50 centimetres.   Hands reached 

through and I recall Graham Fagg’s attempt at a little French “Bonjour Monsieur”.   I remember 

asking Graham to get Phillippe to put his head through for the camera,  which he obliged and then 

Graham similarly thrust his head through to the French side for the cameras.   With these first 

introductions over,  the tunnellers continued with their jigger-picks to cut away a bigger opening to 

allow people to walk through.   This took a little time,  but on completion people started to stream 

through.   After Graham and Phillippe,  senior directors and managers passed through and eventually 

all present were mingling on both sides of the newly broken- through tunnel including our film crews.   

Barbara and I met and greeted each other with a kiss,  a moment captured by a cameraman.   

Barbara’s claim to fame is she was the very first woman through the Tunnel.   She has a rather grand 

certificate about the first crossing by land via the Tunnel and her passport is stamped ‘The Channel 

Tunnel’ 1
st
 December 1990.   Needless to say a good deal of the excavated chalk-marl was collected 

up as souvenirs on the day.    

Having captured the moment for television we then had to get back to Dover to edit our material 

to complete a short programme to show before an audience of some 3000 or 4000 of the tunnel 

workforce,  some invited guests and numerous dignitaries.   The event,  taking place in large 

marquees in Dover Castle,  was to start at about 7.  00 pm.   We had the afternoon to complete the 

programme for screening at 8.  00 O’clock but at 7.  00 we also had to cover the event with a 6 camera 

OB unit (Outside Broadcast Unit).   It was a frantic schedule and I remember the client popping his 

head into the OB vehicle at about ten to eight and nervously asking whether we would have the 

programme ready on time.   It was ready on time – just! I was directing from inside the OB vehicle so 

I was not fully aware of the atmosphere created but I was told by Barbara and others of the film crew 

that even big powerful tunnellers had tears rolling down their cheeks when they watched the 

programme.   I can only assume that few had realised what a momentous occasion this was.   

The men and women building the tunnel were making history and having made it happen were 

entitled to feel a sense of destiny.   Barbara and I had the great privilege of filming the Channel 

Tunnel,  surely one of the greatest construction projects of all time.   

 

 

 

 

 


